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Daybook is an amazingly versatile, light-scale partition that creates an 

array of neighborhood configurations that equip a high-performance, 

welcoming workplace. It enables you to create an atmosphere of 

creativity and collaboration and comfort. 

Experience the impact of a structure that both divides and unites, that 

gathers as well as shelters. Daybook provides the central ingredient for 

a village of workplace settings that invite you to feel empowered to 

work effectively.

It Takes 
A Village
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Daybook unifies a diverse range of settings using a portfolio of components that deliver 

functionality and convenience. The spaces you need, the tools at your fingertips. 

Community Integration

Casual and Comfortable

A Complete Workplace

First Impression Welcoming
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A palette of materials and finishes creates boundary elements that both inspire and define.  

Daybook fashions a workplace where the partitions become welcome contributors to creativity.

Stylish Division

The Team Gathers

Accommodating Many Uses

An Invitation to Productivity
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Spaces  
Creating Place

Blend a warm, welcoming space with a sense of casual comfort. Daybook helps create 

places for touching down, concentrating, and team collaboration, resulting in compelling 

workplace neighborhoods —places that invite.
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Daybook provides an array of components to create workplaces that both perform as well as impress.  

Swap the panels in or out on both sides to adapt to functional or aesthetic needs.

Versatile Choices

Low Ceiling Attachment

Fabric Panel

Medium Ceiling Attachment

Metal Slotted Panel 

Writable Glass or Metal Panel  Fabric Top or Bottom Panel

Foot

High Ceiling Attachment

Laminate Shelf

Laminate Bookcase

Laminate Top or Bottom Panel

Steel Planters
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Teams need tools and 

resources at the ready, 

integrated into their 

workplace neighborhoods.

Create the perimeter of a 

space for casual gathering, for 

preparations and debrief, for 

taking a moment to connect.
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Daybook bays are the sectionals that enable the creation of both, more intimate worksettings, as well as 

larger divisions of the workplace. Using as few as two bays or up to six bays, your setting can expand or 

contract to deliver the ideal form.

Neighborhoods Become a Village
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©2023 Allsteel Inc. 
Allsteel is a registered trademark and Daybook  
is a trademark. Indoor Advantage is a trademark of 
SCS Global Services. level is a registered trademark 
of BIFMA International.

Allsteel Inc.
Muscatine, Iowa 52761

allsteeloffice.com

Although the colors reproduced in this brochure were  
matched with care, they may vary from the actual finish.  
When color is critical, please obtain a physical sample.

Go to allsteeloffice.com/daybook 
for additional Daybook information.

Form # A8707.A1  (2/23)

Notes

• Solid Panels are available in Laminate, tackable Fabric, Metal, or Glass 
• Shelves and Bookcases are available in Laminate 
• Panel inserts may be used interchangeably - they do not have to match on the front and back

Go to allsteeloffice.com/design-resources/surface-materials to see all finish options.

Daybook Palette Inspiration

Laminates

Field ElmLoft PinnacleFawn Cypress Portico Teak Skyline Walnut

Solar BlackNight BronzeTextured FlintTitaniumTextured 
Designer 
White

Paints

Dapper 
Terracotta

Noble PitchNoble Cottage Noble Stormy

Noble DawnBinary Cream

Binary Reef Binary Juniper

Textiles

Dapper AshDapper FawnSpin Alabaster Spin Oat

White

Glass Markerboard


